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About This Game

Aliya Elasra is an archaeologist, exploring a strange region of space called the Nebula with her robot sidekick Six, hoping to
uncover the secrets of the long-forgotten past. When a roboticist from the University of Iox goes missing, Aliya begins a trail of

discoveries that will lead to the very edge of her world - and the ancient secret of Heaven's Vault.

"One of the most well-realized video game worlds ever, with your curiosity and personality molding your story through the Nebula"
- USGamer

"Heaven’s Vault is both ambitious and beautiful. It conjures a world rich with life... I don’t hesitate to recommend Heaven’s Vault."
- Game Informer

"Heaven's Vault is one of the most enthralling narrative-driven adventure games I've played" - Wired

Sail an open-world of fast flowing space-rivers, discover lost ruins, explore ancient sites, find artefacts and translate their
strange hieroglyphics. Piece together the history of the world and an entire ancient language.

From the creators of massively-branching interactive adventure 80 Days, Heaven's Vault is not your usual linear adventure
game. Progress through the game in any order you choose - the game's fully adaptive narrative remembers every choice you

make, every discovery and every action you take, influencing what happens next. Meet a diverse cast of characters who
remember everything you say, and who's attitude to you will change with how you act. Some are friendly, some are cautious,

and some are out to trick you.
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Who will you trust? What will you find? What will you learn? What will you risk? What will you lose?
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A wonderful addition to the Ys legacy. Taking place after Ys VI Ark of Napishtim if you are playing the games canonically.

At first i was hesistant because of the party system taking over the elemental weapon system from previous Ys games, But low
and behold it works quite well and the combat is vastly different from previous games as a result. Ys 7 brings everything great
from previous titles, grinding for levels and money doesn't feel like a chore, synthesizing is the new feature which lets you craft
weapons and items from monsters that you've beaten and it helps offset the constant worry about gold.

The music of Ys is always fantastic and Ys 7 dosn't disappoint here. Probably one of the best desert themes in a video game i've
ever heard. Voices can also be turned off in the menu if you don't like them.

The combat features 3 types of damage depending on the enemy you face slashing, blunt, or piercing. You have to swap
between 3 characters in order to do massive damage to these types of enemies, the game will let you know as well. There is also
a new guard system, so far on my nightmare playthrough i haven't utilized it very much but it's a handy little effect that can
block most direct attacks for a few seconds.

In conclusion, Ys 7 has a new engine with new combat, new music, and a new standard for Ys. As all games after Ys 6 will
follow the party system(Memories of Celcetta, Ys 7, Ys 8). So this game will give you a feel for how things will work in the
following games. But so far the game is fantastic and hopefully you will enjoy it as well.. One of my favorite stategy games of
all time. (I played the pre-Gold, pre-Steam version of this game for many, many hours, both against the AI and against other
players.) If you are not familiar with AGEOD games, go to their website and read some game tip threads and AARs (Revolution
under Siege also has some great AARs in the Paradox forum as well). To play the game, play the Finland tutorial scenario first
several times (as Finland) to start getting the hang of the game with much fewer units, then try the Poland scenario next, as
Poland. When you are ready for the main campaign, perhaps try as the Eastern Whites first. The most fun, though, I think is as
the Reds--the enemies will come at you from all directions. Look up in the AGEOD forum recommended army division
compositions and how to set up and coordinate your army properly. When you are ready for the ultimate challenge, get a PBEM
game going with one or two other players. Good luck, comrade!. Awesome game! Addicting, difficult and something different.

Would be cool if there was online coop, but nonetheless, I like playing this between work and studies for a break. The graphics
are good as well as the physics. Can become quite nerve wrecking when you get swarmed and realise you are trapped.. i
recommend this.. An excellent followup to the free first in the series. The gameplay and graphics are tighter and the "dating"
powerup system adds a surprising amount of depth. The sense of artistic design in these games is really something splendid to
behold--there's so much beauty packed into these simple, pre-PC style pixels, and as in the first, a satisfying story resolution.
Apparently this didn't sell super well, so they aren't sure when or if they're making a sequel, but I hope more people will pick up
on this gem... after all, that 3 bucks for a breezy game with replay value is money easily given and well spent.. Howdy, First of
all I must state that I have been helping with giving feedback on this game, and did receive my key for free. That being said
however, this game, even in its current state is well worth the price of admission. If you like Tower Defense and Moba style
games then this game is for you. It Features several modes of play and a series of tutorial missions that are designed to help get
you up to speed before you hit the multiplayer arena. For Single player modes, there are two: Survival and Classic vs. AI. So far
I've been mostly playing the Survival modes as getting multiplayer games at the moment can be challenging. The game is still in
development, so don't be surprised if you see bugs and / or crashes. If you are unlucky enough to experience one of these bugs,
please submit the crash reports to the developers! Every one helps!. very awsome nice
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first time with VR

unfortunately, I'm week in motion sickness & that makes me hard to play this game

similar when played Talos principle, i can't play over 2 hours continuing that stuff.

(maybe I'm so UGLY one that i knew motion sickness get more with VR & that makes killing me)

but think this game's ganre is good with VR, like escape the room.

not hard to play -> easy to learn using VR

finding object & using it, finging goal. clear subject makes this game so simple. those can make or play with VR easier

maybe I can't play this game long time, but fortunately it's not long like Talos principle,

and maybe this game have not special with story like Talos principle(philosophy one that makes me play Talos principle with
endure pain)

but is's not bad game considering my first vr game... next will be more. Nice job........enjoyed it thoroughly..........Looking
forward to your next one.. The Developer (Indeed singular) has been and is working hard to create an extremely detailed and
complex strategy game of the seven years war. It takes Total War and actually adds a proper economic system, working
diplomacy and a far better battle and campaign AI. Add to this it plays out in real time (as opposed to CA's turn based system)
and you have in my opinion an all round superior game. The graphics for some perhaps are lacking (but again single developer),
but personally i really enjoy them and find them perfectly suitable for such a game.

Its an incredibly fun game, and i'm very much looking forward to the release of the first DLC. If your any kind of real strategy
player- this is a must have buy.. First part of Call of Slender Alan Wake: Just Kidding Edition DLC.. best zombie survival game
ever. Good game, like someone said before it's like chess with war ships
I clocked up a few hours on it and will play again

Early Access Version 1.1.0 Relesed:
NEW FEATURES

1- Crafting (Prototype)

In accordance with the community feedback, crafting is added to the game. You can now craft in SpaceBourne. Player is now
able to combine adn craft new items using ores and other materials collected.

4 crafting stations are added to the game ( 1 for each race + 1 for pritaes ). But in this version only the Arbuq station is
landable. Other stations will be added in the coming updates.

48 new craftable items are added. This number will increase in the coming updates. For the time being only raw
materials and usable items are craftable ( Repair Kit, Energy Recharger, shield recharger, etc. )

New NPC Class “Engineer” is added. You can speak with them to learn new blueprints.

2- Ship Piloting 

During Early Access period we received various player feedback regarding piloting ships. Some players requrested more
realistic physics, while others asked for arcade style, and others were happy with the way things are. Instead of picking a single
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one of these options, we’ve added all of them so the players can chose for themselves.

 4 New Ship maneuvering styles are added.

 Full Arcade: Current Ship maneuvering, low physics response, easy to control.

 Semi Arcade : More realistic physics than the Full-Arcade Mode. Velocity increase, stopping and general maneuvering
is more realistic. Drifting distance is longer than the Full Arcade Mode. More realistic physics, but harder to control.

 Space Shooter Arcade: In this version the ship follows the cursor instantaneously. Created for those of you asking for
more of an Everspace kind of feeling. Physics are somewhere in between the Full Arcade and the Semi-Arcade modes.

 Space Shooter Semi Arcade : More realistic physics than the Space Shooter Arcade Mode.

 All of these maneuvering styles can be changed using the in-game Options Menu while playing the game.

3- Ship Perks And Ship Customization :

 New ship perks are added to the game. All ships now have a distinct piloting style and active perks.

 2 brand new ships are added.

 11 new ship types are added with their active perks

 Starter ship is changed. You will realize that the B35 starter ship is changed to an Anromeda model. Early Access
players will be able to purchase the B35 from ship dealers for 1.ooo TY. Those of you happy with the B35 will be able to
purchase it with ease.

 Switching between piloting modes is changed. Switching animation and effects are removed. You can now switch
between modes instantaneously.

 3 new ship cockpits are added.

 Warp times are shortened. New effects are added for short distance warps.

4-Gamepad and Joystick Support :

Again in accordance with our Early Access player feedback full gamepad and joystick + HOTAS Suppot is added.

 With the new keybinding and control systems Gamepad and Joystick peformance is increased.

 A new advanced settings menus is added for Gamepads and Joysticks. Using thie menu you can change: Axis sensitivity,
Deadzone, and also set your + / - axes.

 Pedal sensitivity setting is added for pedal users.

 Using advanced settings you can change button bindings. Careful: This is different from the keybinding settings. This
setting is for switching 2 buttons with each other. For example: when X and Y buttons are switched, pressing X on the
Gamepad will act like pressing Y. This settings is added for multi-button joystick and Hotas users
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5-New Physics Engine :

 SpaceBourne’s physics engine is changed.

 FPS limit is increased to 60.

 Crashing and impact mechanics are added.

 Space objects can now drift and move.

6-Performance and Visuals :

 Lighting is improved and model details are optimized, increasing the overall performance by 35 - 45 %.

 Post-process data is improved. Stations are now more performant and visually appealing.

 Level load times are shorter.

 Audio channels are optimized. Audio quality setting is added to the Options Menu.

 All planet and satellite models are replaced with more realistic ones.

Space atmosphere is improved. Space and solar systems are now more realistic. A more realistic space lighting is
achieved through new light calculations that take into account the the position of the sun and the distance between the
player and the sun.

Other Additions :

 Item market values are changed.

 Tutorial map is changed. Tutorial mission now includes ship perks training.

 Main Menu and Settings are changed.

 8 new weapons are added.

 Some of the in-game UI is improved. The rest of the UI will be improved in the coming updates.

 Mining NPC ships are added to asteroid fields.

 Randomly appearing pirate attacks and pirate raids are added.

Wormhole maps are improved.

3 new enemy ships are added. 2 frigates and 1 fly class.

Space Anamolys are redesigned. Gathering Space Anomolies are now more challenging.

The salvaged materials collected from the new Space Anamolies can now be used to increase crafted weapon quality.
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Improvements to the artificial intelligence are made. Artificial intelligence now acts taking into account its tactical
advantages. AI can now develop different strategies taking the possibility of winning / losing the war into account.

And more than 50 minor changes.

Thanks for your support and feedbacks in the Early Access process.
. Into the Fray Early Access is now live.:
>>>Please read carefully whats in the Early access version before you decide purchase or not!<<<

Everything you see and hear(or dont hear) in the ea version is subject to change, and these changes will occur fast and
frequently. As with my previous two games I will be updating the game very frequently.

This time I will try to limit updates to once per day 5-6 days a week.
Obviously hotfixes to issues will happen as fast as possible and wont wait for the daily patch.

Please expect the game to grow a lot faster the either of the previous games since now I am full time dedicated to game making.

For FEEDBACK, either write here, if you have a bug to report please label the topic appropriately and report as much details as
possible, the more information I get the easier it is to identify and eliminate issues.

Alternatively you can join our discord where I am pretty much always accessible and can help a lot faster.

JOIN OUR DISCORD. Announcing Don't Starve: Hamlet, The Forge and other exciting news!:

Hello everyone!

We’ve been a bit quiet about Don’t Starve in the last few months, but we’ve been hard at work. Today I’d like to announce a few
new things that we’ve been working on:
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Don’t Starve: Hamlet. Park Bound 1.0.7 released:
This update adds some minor improvements to double jumping.

Gameplay. February 14th: Item Mall Update - Valentine's Day!:
Happy Valentine's Day everyone!

To celebrate the occasion, we've brought back two gachapons for everyone to enjoy! The Forever In Luv Gacha and the Forever
Alone Gacha are both back in action! Grab them now while they're hot, they're only around for a week!

Forever In Luv Gacha contains:

Star Contract - Theia
Star Frog Hammer
Pink Bear Chair
Scarf Alpaca Doll
Panda Doll
Theia Poster
Theia Double Bed
Perfect Dance Step Card (20x)
Permanent Cupid List Expansion
Dancing Spirit Card (5x)
Hermes' Badge (5x)

Forever Alone Gacha contains:

Star Contract - Cadena
Popsicles
Pink Bear Chair
Scarf Alpaca Doll
Panda Doll
Cadena Poster
Cadena Double Bed
Perfect Dance Step Card (20x)
Permanent Friend List Expansion (2x)
Dancing Spirit Card (5x)
Hermes' Badge (5x). MageWorks first update v0.0.9 is now available!:
2016/07/25

The first update for MageWorks focuses primarily on bug-crunching some critical gameplay issues. Updates beyond this will
typically be in a bi-weekly or monthly basis including more content, but we felt it was important to address the initial concerns
from the community as soon as possible!

Here's a list of what's new:

> improved teleporting with better stability and accuracy.
> updated skeleton models. steering away from bobble-heads...
> spell book page turning has changed slightly to require left and right clicks on the track pad rather than swipe
> players are no longer floating
> ground-based spells are now calculated through an arc for more flexibility
> zombies can now damage the player...if you take too much of a beating, you'll be sent home.
> lowered the cost of all spells so players will not need to visit fountains as often. this change will be reverted when the book of
portals is released (in which case players can choose to bookmark a port-to-fountain spell)
> spells are now unlocked using the spellbook to touch the scroll rather than the stave (which just makes more sense).
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on the horizon:
> getting the custom spellbook online with bookmarking
> a new spell & level
> new spellbook (most likely the book of drones with a hover drone unlocked depending on how testing goes)
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